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Leading Global Mining Case Study

Damstra Technology delivers increased safety and efficiency through digitalization of workforce management for a global mining company on five continents.
Summary

- Global Mining Company with well over 20,000 workers
- Global digital transformation across multiple continents
- Damstra digitalized manual workforce management processes and provides real-time visibility of the entire workforce on sites across the globe
- The digital transformation is powered by a set of integrated solutions that are driving safety and efficiency, as well as improving the way a large, globally dispersed workforce is being managed
- Damstra Technology workforce management solutions are implemented and integrated with their Global ERP, Timekeeping and Enterprise Payroll systems
Challenge

- One of the largest mining companies in the world sought a more efficient and cost-effective way to manage its large, global workforce, and ensure health and safety standards with the goal of increasing worker safety and regulatory compliance.
- With well over 20,000 employees and contractors to look after, they were searching for innovative technology to reduce manual workforce management processes and increase visibility of its worldwide workforce.
- The vision for this digital transformation project was to create a global standard for all regions under their corporate umbrella, where any worker from any country could use a global standardized access device to access any site worldwide.
A key focus was on addressing the following issues:

- Not all workers carry badges and badges are site-specific.
- For vehicles arriving at the gate, only the driver swiped their badge and therefore there was no accurate information regarding personnel on site.
- Manual completion of time sheets resulted in errors, inconsistencies and rework.
- In the event of an incident, there was not previously an easy way to report on all the worker, site and company information necessary to prove regulatory compliance and safety policies were followed.
Solution

The company engaged Damstra Technology to deploy an integrated badging technology globally for all employees, contractors, and visitors. This delivers dependable, real-time information determining:

- Who is on site, and where did they last badge in?
- Are they qualified to be on site with the required credentials and certification?

The solutions are driving the roll-out of value-driven technology by enabling capabilities such as site access and location, time and attendance, and workforce optimization to drive safety and efficiency in the way they manage their employees and contractors.

The solution is driven by transforming the manual sign-in/sign off worker process to:

1. Bus ‘Pickup’ Drive
   Fly to Site
2. Gate ‘Onsite’
3. Pre-Start Terminals
   ‘Time On’
4. Pre-Start Terminals
   ‘Time Off’
5. Gate ‘Offsite’
6. Bus ‘Pickup’ Drive
   Fly off Site

- D&A selection
- Alcolizer
Damstra Technology was selected because of the maturity of the solutions, deep domain expertise and experience in the mining industry and the ability to easily integrate with their other enterprise business applications. Damstra was the only provider with out of the box functionality that met all ten of their major requirements. The mining company also valued that there were other pre-integrated solution modules that could leveraged in the future such as eLearning which has now been deployed as well. Finally, the ability for the platform to orchestrate processes across Damstra and non-Damstra solutions was key to improving their global safety profile.
The solutions are comprehensive and integrated, delivering safety-centric capabilities such as:

- Site, location and personnel visibility
- Credentials
- Competencies, certifications, and expiries
- Induction and other status
- Site access
- Out of compliance alerts
- Integrated e-Learning
In summary, the Damstra Technology platform is designed to:

- Digitalize timesheets and attendance for employees and contractors
- Establish a technical infrastructure for improved safety and security for employees and contractors through global badging technology
- Streamline, automate and significantly improve the employee and contractor experience for badging, location, restrictions, certifications, payroll, shift and work period access, drug and alcohol screening, and other functionality.
- Pass accurate punch in and punch out data to the time keeping system and payroll.
The solutions provided by Damstra Technology delivered on the promise of increased safety and efficiency through:

- Real time visibility on who is on site and where they are
- Certifications and credentials available immediately through a person’s badge
- Improved contractor and visitor management capabilities enabling them to pre-qualify for site access before actually arriving onsite
- Enhanced data availability and integrity for managers to proactively manage teams, including:
  - Absenteeism and unplanned overtime
  - Knowing who is at work; right people, right job (contractor and employees)
  - Real time shift scheduling and management of shift trades
• Less frustration and wasted time for managers, employees and support functions
• Consistent, randomized drug and alcohol selection for testing and metrics throughout all sites
• Enterprise cost reduction through accurate contractor timekeeping and associated payroll expenses
• Time and cost savings through reduction of manual, paper-based processes
• Improved productivity through visibility to employee time and schedules worked
• Removed double entry of data through automated integration with their ERP, timekeeping and payroll systems
• Moved training and certification away from paper documents to eLearning

The financial benefit of the solution is estimated to deliver significant annual direct savings as well as the benefits associated with a safer and more efficient workplace.
"Damstra provides our managers and supervisors with timely information to increase productivity of regions and sites, and to maintain safe work practices consistently across the globe. The scalability of the platform helps us manage a growing volume of sites, regional complexities, contingent, mobile workers and joint venture partners."

“In Damstra Technology, we have a partner not only for today but also for the future, due to their innovative product development. We see the workforce management roll out as a first step in improving efficiency, with future phases of the digital transformation earmarked to work with Damstra to roll out innovative asset management, learning management and predictive incident and hazard management tools."